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INTRODUCTION 
All groups to be dealt with are finite. Notation is that of HUPPERT’S 
book [l]. 
A well known theorem, due to OLGA TAUSSKIJ, see [l], Th. III, 11.9, 
asserts the following : 
Let G be a non-abelian group of order 2n, such that IG/G’] = 4. Then 
G is dihedral, generalized quaternion or semi-dihedral. Moreover these 
groups have a cyclic commutator subgroup. 
But what about the situation when we look at p-groups for an odd 
prime p ? An inspection of a list of the non-abelian groups of order $9 
and ~4, for p prime and p 22, shows the following: If ]GI =ps then the 
non-abelian G of this order have a cyclic commutator subgroup of order p. 
And when G is not abelian of order ~4 then G’ is cyclic if and only if 
IG’] =p,, and G’ is not cyclic if and only if jG’\ =ps. Therefore, if ICI =p4 
and IG/G’I=ps then G’ is not cyclic. 
In this paper a bound is obtained for the order of G/G’ when G is a 
p-group, p 22, with a cyclic commutator subgroup. This bound is the 
best possible as we will show, even for non-abelian p-groups. 
We use the symbol [xl. This means: [x] is the greatest rational integer 
smaller than or equal to x. 
In 8 3 a generalization of a theorem of P. Hall is given. 
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We will prove the following 
THEOREM 1: Let (p be an odd prime. Let G be a p-group of order pa, 
n> 1, such that G’ is cyclic. Then @n’s]+1 divides IGIG’/. 
PROOF: Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Hence G is 
not abelian and it follows that the property 
(0) 1 G/G’] divides @n’s] 
holds. 
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Since G’ is cyclic, every subgroup of G’ is characteristic in G’ whence 
normal in G. By virtue of (0), IG/G’] divides IG’I. Therefore we can find 
a normal subgroup T of G, such that (l} C T C G’, and such that 
jG/T/(G/T)‘I = I(G/T)‘I. Put G/T = Go. Let the order of GO’ be equal to pt. 
Notice that GO’ is cyclic since GO’ s G’/G’ n T. Hence: 
(1) IGol =p2t, /GO/GO’/ =pt= /GO’/, GO’ cyclic. 
It is clear that t = 0 is not possible. And when t = 1, then Burnside’s basis 
theorem leads to the fact that GO would be cyclic of order ~2, what is 
not possible. Hence in (1) t has to be greater than or equal to 2. 
Since p 22, Th. III. 7.6 of [l] garantees the existence of a non-cyclic 
normal subgroup N of Go. Then N contains a normal subgroup M of GO, 
such that M is elementary abelian of type (p, p); see Th. III. 7.5 of [l]. 
Look at the group Go/M. Put Gi= Go/M. We have: IGil =p2t-2, GI/GI’ g 
e Go/Go’M, and Gi’ is cyclic as it is a homomorphio image of Go’. Put, 
IGl/Gl’l =ps. S ince Go’M 2 GO’, s<t. Since IGil < IGo] < ICI and since G is 
a counterexample of minimal order, p[(Zt-2)‘21+1 divides ps. Hence pt/ps, 
so t Q s. Therefore s= t. Since then Go/Go’M is abelian of order pt, we 
conclude that Go’M = Go’. Whence M is contained in GO’. But t > 2, so 
Go’ is cyclic of an order at least equal to p2 whereas M is elementary 
abelian of order p 2. This is the final contradiction, so G is not a counter- 
example. The theorem is proved. q.e.d. 
The bound as stated in the theorem 1 is the best possible. Namely 
there are non-abelian p-groups P, p #2, of order pn such that IPIP’/ is 
precisely equal to p[n/21+1. 
For instance let n= 2k + 1, then take 
$‘=(a, blbPk=adc+‘= 1, bab-l=al+p) (p #2). 
Indeed: IP/P’I =pk+l =pWl+l. 
And when n= 23 take 
p=(a, blbP-l=aP+l = 1, bab-l=al+p2) (p 22). 
Indeed: lP’l= I(ap”)I =pm-1, hence IP/P’I =pm+l=p[n121+l, 
§2 
The case “p= 2” is completely different from the case “p odd”. For 
we have the 
THEOREM 2: For any two natural numbers m and n such that 2 <m c n 
there exists a group G such that ICI =2”, lG/G’l= 2m, G’ cyclic. 
PR.OOF : Let X be any abelian group of order Zm-2. Let D be the dihedral 
group of order 2 - n m+a. Let P be the direct product of X and D. Then 
IPI = 2n, P’ = D’ is cyclic of order 2n-m and PIP’ has order 2m. q.e.d. 
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§3 
A theorem of P. Hall asserts the following: 
Let p be an odd prime and let every abelian characteristic subgroup 
of the p-group G be cyclic, but G itself not cyclic. Then G is the central 
product of an extra special p-group P of exponent p with the cyclic 
group Z(G) where Z(P) and &(2(G)) are identified. 
For a proof, see Th. III. 13.10 of [l]. 
Along the lines of Hall’s we are able to prove the following 
THEOREM 3: Let G be a non-cyclic p-group, p an odd prime, such that 
1. Z(sZl(G)) is cyclic, 
2. 2(@(G)) is cyclic. 
Then G is the central product of the extra special p-group Q,(G) of 
exponent p with the cyclic group Z(G), where 2(&(G)) and &(2(G)) 
are identified. 
PROOF : 2(@(G)) cyclic implies Q(G) cyclic (Hobby’s theorem, see 
Th. III. 7.8 of [l]). S ince c’ C Q(G), G’ is cyclic whence G is regular in 
Hall’s sense. Next we prove: 
a) G/.!&(G) is cyclic: 
By Th. III. 10.7 of [I] we have, using the fact that U;(G) as subgroup 
of Q(G) is cyclic, 
I.n,(G/Ql(G))l = P,(G)/QI(G)~ = I&(G)/WG)l <P. 
Therefore G/&(G) has at most one subgroup of order p. 
[Notice that in a regular p-group X &(X)=(x E X]zp= 1) = {z E XI 
zp=l)]. But since p is odd this implies G/&(G) cyclic. See Th. III. 8.2 
of [l]. 
b) J&(G) is extra special : 
If Qi(G) would be equal to Z(Qi(G)) then G would contain precisely 
one subgroup of order p. But then G would be cyclic, according to Th. III. 
8.2 of [l]. Hence Q,(G) #2(&(G)). Since @(!&(G)) C Q(G), @(D,(G)) is 
cyclic. Hence @Q&(G)) = Q,‘(G) is of order p. Since every element of Qn,(G) 
is of order p, we derive Qi’(G)=@(&(G)) =2(&(G)) and therefore 521(G) 
is extra special of exponent p. 
c) Z(G) is cyclic: 
Since Qi(G) is nilpotent we have 
1-c IQ,(G) n Z(G)1 < IZ(Qnl(G))l =p. 
Hence Z(G) contains only one subgroup of order r~. Thus Z(G) is cyclic. 
d) G’ has order p,: 
Since G/&(G) is cyclic, G’ is contained in Qi(G) n O(G). Hence G’ is 
cyclic of order p. 
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e) G/Z(G) is elementary abelian: 
We have to prove that @(G) C Z(G). Now @(G) = GpG’= IFJI(G) By d) 
we conclude that G’ C Z(G). Then : [XP, y] = [x, y]p= 1 for every two 
elements 2 and y of G. Hence 01(G) C Z(G), because of &(G) = (x+ E G). 
Hence G/Z(G) is elementary abelian. 
f) G/Z(G) =pk with ii an even number: 
This follows from combining c), d) and e), and applying Th. III. 13.7 
of [l] the result follows. 
g) QdGMQdG)) is elementary abelian of order ps with s even: 
This follows immediately from the fact that 521(G) is extra special of 
exponent p. 
h) &(G)@(G) C Qnl(G)Z(G) : 
This follows from e). 
i) G/Ql(G)@(G) has order p: 
Since G/&(G) is cyclic, we have: G/Ql(G)/@(G/Ql(G)) = G/Ql(G)@(G) is 
of order p. 
j) G=Ql(G)Z(G): 
Suppose that sZl(G)Z(G) C G, then G/!&(G)Z(G) is of order p, by virtue 
of h) and i). But then: 
pk= IG/Z(G)l =plQl(G)Z(G)/Z(G)l =plQ,(G)/Q,(G) n Z(G)1 = 
=plQ,(G)/Z(Ql(G))l =~l+~. 
Since however k and s are both even, we have a contradiction and therefore 
G=Ql(G)Z(G). 
k) The theorem is proved: 
Indeed, since L&(G) n Z(G) C 2(&(G)) the theorem follows by virtue 
of c), b), j). Notice that L&(G) n Z(G)=Z(Q1(G)) by the proof of c). Since 
Z(G) is cyclic, we have 2(91(G))=Ql(Z(G)). q.e.d. 
I don’t know what the theorem 3 is in case of p= 2. Since P. Hall has 
also an analoguous theorem for the case p = 2 of the theorem of his, see 
Th. III. 13.10 b) of [l], one can hope that the theorem 3 in the case p=2 
is not too difficult to find. 
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